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Let me tell you what happened when I was craving pie. I asked my mom if she would make me
some chocolate pie and she said yes. Mom started making the pie. It smelled good. She sliced a piece for
me. I said to mom that I want a whole pie. Of course she replies that one slice is enough. When she
hands me the slice it starts to grow. I said, “Yes, more pie!” The pie grows and as soon as I’m about to
eat it, it magnetized to the rest of the pie and became a whole pie again. It grew arms, hands, legs, and
monstrous size. My mom and I ran to find a safe place to hide. Then I thought no you never hide in a
horror movie the monster can just trap you. This how the Beginner’s Guide to Escape Pie began.
How to escape from a pie?
Step 1: run away from the pie but keep an eye on it so it does not get you by surprise. Step 2:
NEVER HIDE! The pie can just trap you. The time it takes for a monster to…you know…aw…hum…kill
you…is only about three to five seconds. Step 3: never follow the running crowd of screaming peeps.
Make your own group. Pick two family members and two friends. Two family members because they
know you well and can help you better, two friends because friends are just fun. If you are with a crowd
of screaming peeps you will probably be caught faster because monsters, in this case pie monsters,
always go after crowds. When you’re in a smaller group it will be harder for you to be caught. Step 4:
plan the kill.
We told the whole town to gather tin foil and make a big pie tray to get this big monstrous pie in
the tray. We created a trip wire with rope we found in the back of a man’s pickup truck. We tied one
end to a building and the other end to the biggest tree in town. Now…to just get the pie to follow us and
trip. Since we know monsters run after big crowds we decided to make an exception and run as a big
crowd towards the trip wire. The planned worked. There was a restaurant right next to us so someone
ran and got a box of spoons. We all grabbed one and chomped away at pie. That was the end of our
monstrous pie.
Always remember it you ask for pie it may turn into a monster. If it does you can always survive
as long as you follow my Beginners Guide to Escape Pie.

